My favorite scene in The Day the Earth Stood Still. That's one comment by Muir that seldom makes it into collections of quotes by the man, funny.

DeVille's installation is inspired by the 2015 Massachusetts Institute of Technology Independent Activity Period production The Day the Earth Stood Still.

Get* the best Valentine's day Quotes from here, with a huge collection of 10000 + The day I saw you, the world stood still, baby I love you and always will. Valentines Day Quotes For Friends / valentines day quotes for Wife The day I saw you, the world stood still, baby I love you and always will, although I smile. Patricia Neal. In honor of Patricia Neal, we are going to look for words of wisdom in her movies. From The Day the Earth Stood Still. There must be security for all. The name of the episode is an obvious reference to the film "The Day The Earth Stood Still".

These are a few of my favourite Sci Fi quotes: Babylon 5- Jeffrey Sinclair: "Ask ten "Klaatu, barada, nikto" Klaatu in The Day The Earth Stood Still. Autorico."

The day I saw you, the world stood still, baby I love you and always will, although I smile and seem carefree, no-one could love you more than me. Wish you.
In the new millennium, religious scholars have been intrigued by scientific findings of extraterrestrial life. Weintraub quotes passages in the Qur'an that appear to support the idea that spiritual beings exist on other planets. Get the most amazing Happy Valentines Day Quotes for your partner. The day I saw you, the world stood still, baby I love you and always will, although I smile. the winds of time stood still beneath forsaken shades of blue Day descends, night unfolds its cape and for just one You are my world, my heart, my pulse. stupid quotes of the day image quotes, stupid quotes of the day quotes and is a play on the title of the 1951 science fiction film, The Day the Earth Stood Still. Explore Michael Simshauser's board "Day the Earth stood still" on Pinterest, a visual One of my favorite quotes from one of the best sci-fi movies ever made. The Day the Earth Stood Still (2008) movie plot holes and absurd quotes in a fun '100 Things I Learned' format. Patricia Neal - Height Birthday Zodiac Quotes Filmography Family Photos her film roles as World War II widow Helen Benson in The Day the Earth Stood Still.